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Visualization Basics

- Plan View
- Grading
- 3D Modeling
- Surface Rendering
- Surface Textures
- Obtain Viewpoint
- Insert Model into Viewpoint
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Design Visualization Applications

• Grading
• Sight Distance
• Signing
• Utilities and Structures
Grading Review

- Roundabout cross-slopes
- Integration of approach grades
- Wall requirements
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Approach transitions
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Sight Distance

LEGEND

\( d_1 \) Entering stream distance
\( d_2 \) Circulating stream distance

15 m (49 ft)
Approach Sight Distance
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- Sight distance easily reviewed using model
- Visibility of central island, circulation vehicles, and signing easily checked
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Signing and Pavement Marking

- 200 mm (8 in) solid white
- 200 mm (8 in) solid yellow
- 300 mm (12 in) broken white
- 1 m (3 ft) stripe, 1 m (3 ft) gap
- White legend (optional)
- 600 mm x 3 m (24 in x 10 ft) Zebra crosswalk,
  600 mm (24 in) spacing (typical)
- 200 mm (8 in) solid yellow, 5 m (20 ft) spacing
- 200 mm (8 in) broken white (bike lane);
  consult local standards for other situations
- 200 mm (8 in) solid white (bike lane);
  consult local standards for other situations
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Impacts to Adjacent Development

- Circulating roadway proximity to structures
- Wall requirements
- Business signage
- Access issues
Proximity of roundabout to structure a major concern
Proximity of roundabout to structure a major concern
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Other Applications

- Project in San Diego County
- Client requested a rural treatment with shoulders
- High speed approaches and significant peak hour volumes
- Vertical barrier defining outside edges of the roundabout desired for safety
San Diego County

- Client requested a rural treatment with shoulders
- High speed approaches and significant peak hour volumes
- Vertical barrier defining outside edges desired
- Community interest high
San Diego County

- Raised barrier curb proposed with shoulders
- Used by WSDOT in rural application
- Roundabout edges defined maintaining rural feel
- Community acceptance high
San Diego County
Drivers Eye View
Conclusions

• Design visualization can be an effective tool for checking roundabout designs
• Sight distance, signing, and pavement markings are easily checked
• Grading and ride issues can be more fully investigated
• The public responds well to driver’s eye viewpoints, often relieving concerns about how to drive roundabouts
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